The Chronic Pain Coping Inventory-42: reliability and validity.
Coping responses have been shown to be associated with physical and psychological functioning in patients with chronic pain. Assessment of coping strategies has received increasing attention, with several measures of cognitive and behavioral coping showing promise. One such instrument is the Chronic Pain Coping Inventory (Pain 60 (1995) 203), a 65-item measure of behavioral and cognitive pain coping strategies often targeted as part of multidisciplinary pain treatment. Initial research has supported the reliability and validity of the CPCI. This article describes the development of an abbreviated (42-item) CPCI. The results demonstrate very high correlations between the original and abbreviated CPCI scales, as well as comparable internal consistency, test-retest stability, and validity coefficients. The findings support the reliability and validity of the abbreviated CPCI, and suggest that it could be substituted for the CPCI without sacrificing reliability and validity in situations where a briefer measure of coping with chronic pain is preferable.